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We report on the search for neutrino-induced particle showers, so-called cascades, in the IceCube-40
detector. The data for this search were collected between April 2008 and May 2009 when the first 40
IceCube strings were deployed and operational. Three complementary searches were performed, each
optimized for different energy regimes. The analysis with the lowest energy threshold (2 TeV) targeted
atmospheric neutrinos. A total of 67 events were found, consistent with the expectation of 41 atmospheric
muons and 30 atmospheric neutrino events. The two other analyses targeted a harder, astrophysical
neutrino flux. The analysis with an intermediate threshold of 25 TeV leads to the observation of 14
cascadelike events, again consistent with the prediction of 3.0 atmospheric neutrino and 7.7 atmospheric
muon events. We hence set an upper limit of E2Φlim ≤ 7.46 × 10−8 GeV sr−1 s−1 cm−2 (90% C.L.) on the
diffuse flux from astrophysical neutrinos of all neutrino flavors, applicable to the energy range 25 TeV to
5 PeV, assuming an E−2ν spectrum and a neutrino flavor ratio of 1∶1∶1 at the Earth. The third analysis
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utilized a larger and optimized sample of atmospheric muon background simulation, leading to a higher
energy threshold of 100 TeV. Three events were found over a background prediction of 0.04 atmospheric
muon events and 0.21 events from the flux of conventional and prompt atmospheric neutrinos. Including
systematic errors this corresponds to a 2.7σ excess with respect to the background-only hypothesis.
Our observation of neutrino event candidates above 100 TeV complements IceCube’s recently observed
evidence for high-energy astrophysical neutrinos.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.89.102001 PACS numbers: 95.85.Ry, 14.60.Lm, 29.40.Ka
I. INTRODUCTION
One century after the discovery of cosmic rays the search
for their sources is still ongoing. Astrophysical objects
which are either confirmed or expected to be able to
accelerate hadrons to the observed energies include super-
nova remnants [1], active galactic nuclei, gamma-ray bursts,
and shocks in star formation regions of galaxies.The cosmic-
ray nuclei interact with ambient matter and radiation fields
close to their source [2]. Charged pions produced in these
interactions decay into neutrinos. Therefore, the detection of
high-energy neutrinos from such objects provides a unique
possibility to identify individual astrophysical objects as
cosmic-ray sources. However, low fluxes and small inter-
action probabilities make the detection of high-energy
neutrinos challenging. To date no astrophysical object has
been conclusively identified as a source of TeV neutrinos.
Previous searches have established limits enabling astro-
physical models to be constrained [3,4].
While individual neutrino sources might be too weak
to be detectable with current instruments, they would still
contribute to a collective astrophysical neutrino flux. Fermi
shock acceleration is thought to be the main acceleration
mechanism for cosmic-ray nuclei and therefore a power-
law spectrum with an index of about −2 is expected for
the nuclei in the interaction regions where the neutrinos are
produced. Based on the energy density of ultrahigh-energy
cosmic rays and assuming the cosmic-ray sources are
transparent, the all-flavor diffuse neutrino flux can be
constrained theoretically to be lower than the Waxman-
Bahcall bound of E2νΦ⪅3 × 10−8 GeV sr−1 s−1 cm−2 [5,6].
As neutrinos are assumed to originate mainly from pion
decays, at the source a flavor ratio of νe∶νμ∶ντ ¼ 1∶2∶0 is
expected. This ratio would transform to 1∶1∶1 on Earth due
to neutrino oscillations [7,8]. However, observing unequal
or energy-dependent flavor contributions would be inter-
esting, since for example the flavor ratio is sensitive to the
assumed production mechanism at the source [9].
Recently, evidence for this diffuse astrophysical neutrino
flux was found. Its all-flavor intensity is estimated to be
E2νΦ ¼ ð3.6 1.2Þ × 10−8 GeV sr−1 s−1 cm−2 with indica-
tions for a cutoff at∼2 PeV. It is consistent with an isotropic
flux and a flavor ratio of 1∶1∶1 ([10,11] and Fig. 1).
In order to measure the diffuse astrophysical neutrino
flux at TeV energies, it has to be separated from two main
sources of background, which both originate from the
Earth’s atmosphere. These are atmospheric muons and
neutrinos produced in cosmic-ray air showers. The atmos-
pheric neutrino flux has two components. The so-called
conventional atmospheric neutrinos are produced in decays
of pions and kaons. Their intensity is well measured up to
6 TeV for νe and up to 400 TeV for νμ [12,13]. At higher
energies the poor knowledge of the composition of the
cosmic-ray flux, creating the neutrinos, causes significant
uncertainties on the intensity. The spectrum of the conven-
tional atmospheric neutrinos is steeper than the cosmic-ray
spectrum due to pion and kaon energy losses in the
atmosphere. The second component originates from the
decay of charmed mesons, which have lifetimes several
orders of magnitude smaller than charged pions and kaons.
Accordingly, neutrinos from these decays are called prompt
atmospheric neutrinos. Because of the short lifetime of the
parent mesons the energy spectrum of the prompt atmos-
pheric neutrinos is expected to follow the spectrum of the
cosmic rays that create them. However, their intensity
has never been measured and uncertainties in the relevant
FIG. 1 (color online). Neutrino energy spectrum above
100 GeV. The theoretical predictions and measurements for
the atmospheric neutrino flux are shown, as well as the current
estimate for the diffuse astrophysical neutrino flux.
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production cross sections lead to large uncertainties in the
predicted flux. The presence of a prompt neutrino compo-
nent, like an astrophysical neutrino component, introduces
a break into the neutrino energy spectrum. Given the large
uncertainties in the prompt neutrino predictions, identifi-
cation and separation of the astrophysical and prompt
components needs to be made through their respective
spectral signatures (see Fig. 1).
The IceCube Neutrino Observatory is located at the South
Pole and is the first kilometer-scale Cherenkov neutrino
telescope. An optical sensor array observes the Cherenkov
radiation from secondary charged particles produced in
neutrino interactions deep in the ice. These are dominantly
neutrino-nucleon interactions except for the Glashow reso-
nance [14] for electron antineutrinos at 6.3 PeV. Based on the
signature of the neutrino interaction, which depends on the
flavor of the incident neutrino and the type of the interaction,
two main detection channels exist. Searches in the muon
channel look for charged-currentmuonneutrino interactions.
These have a muon in the final state whose direction is
reconstructible with a resolution of about 1° [15]. The large
muon range also allows one to detect neutrino interactions
outside the instrumented volume. The cascade channel
comprises all other interaction scenarios which have particle
showers in the final state. Above PeV energies charged-
current ντ interactions exhibit more complex event signa-
tures, for which tailored analyses are developed. But at TeV
energies ντ can also be detected through the cascade channel.
Consequently, an astrophysical flux with equal neutrino
flavor contributions would yield more cascade than track
events starting inside of IceCube. If the neutrino interaction
happens inside the detector, the Cherenkov light yield of
particle showers scales nearly linearly with the deposited
energy, leading to an energy resolution that is better than in
the muon channel. On the other hand the angular resolution
is rather poor (> 10° for the completed IceCube detector).
Overall, the cascade channel is best suited for searches
for diffuse astrophysical neutrinos in which the neutrino
energy measurement is more important than pointing
capabilities [16].
This paper presents searches for neutrino-induced
cascades in one year of data taken during the construction
phase of IceCube, when about half the detector was opera-
tional (IceCube-40). The main objective of the searches was
to identify an astrophysical flux of neutrinos. In addition, a
sensitivity to atmospheric neutrinos in the few TeV energy
rangewasmaintained to allow a validation of the anticipated
backgrounds in the data set.
A 2.7σ excess of events above 100 TeV was found,
compatible with the all-flavor astrophysical diffuse neu-
trino flux estimate obtained in IceCube’s high-energy
starting events analysis [11]. In comparison to that analysis,
the IceCube-40 cascade analysis provides an event sample
with unprecedented low background contamination
between 100 and 200 TeV. This is possible because both
searches employed rather different event selection strate-
gies. Methods outlined in this paper also prove powerful in
cascade searches with later IceCube configurations [17,18].
The paper is organized as follows: The IceCube detector
and IceCube-40 data set are described in Sec. II. The
simulation used is presented in Sec. III followed by a
description of the cascade reconstruction in Sec. IV. The
details of the event selection and expected sensitivity are
presented in Sec. V. A survey of the systematic uncertainties
follows in Sec. VI before the results and implications are
discussed in Sec. VII. A conclusion is given in Sec. VIII.
II. THE ICECUBE DETECTOR
The IceCube Neutrino Observatory [19] consists of an
in-ice array of optical sensors and a complementary surface
air shower detector called IceTop. The analyses presented
here utilized only the in-ice component so the following
detector description will be limited to that.
The optical sensors, called digital optical modules
(DOMs) [20], are sensitive to Cherenkov photons between
350 and 650 nm. The DOMs are deployed between depths
of 1450 and 2450 m and are attached to strings that are
formed by the readout cables. Each string has 60 DOMs
attached. The vertical string spacing of the DOMs is
approximately 17 m and the horizontal spacing between
the strings is approximately 125m. The data for this analysis
were collected between April 2008 and May 2009 with a
total of 367.1 days live time. In this period 40 strings were
deployed and operational. The detector layout is shown in
Fig. 2. Before IceCube’s completion in 2010, the IceCube-
59 and IceCube-79 configurations took data with 59 and 79
deployed strings, respectively.
Each DOM consists of a 25 cm diameter photomultiplier
tube (PMT) [21], made by Hamamatsu Photonics, and a
data acquisition system housed within a pressure sphere
made of 13mm thick borosilicate glass. The PMT’s dynamic
range is 200 photoelectrons per 15 ns and it is designed to
accurately record the amplitudes and widths of the pulses
with a timing resolution of 5 ns. Their peak quantum
efficiency is approximately 25% and they are operated at a
gain of 107 to resolve single photoelectrons.
The time-resolved PMT signal (waveform) is digitized in
the DOM. For this purpose two digitization devices are
available on the DOM mainboard: two analog transient
waveform digitizers (ATWDs) and a fast analog-to-digital
converter (fADC). The ATWDs have three channels oper-
ated in parallel at different gains to provide a large dynamic
range (a fourth channel is used only for calibration purposes).
Because of scattering in the ice the arrival times of photons
emitted at the same point and time canvary bymicroseconds.
TheATWDs provide a sampling rate of 300 Megasamples=s
over a time window of 425 ns allowing them to record the
earliest photons (i.e. those least affected by scattering in the
ice) with high precision. The second digitizer, the fADC, has
a coarser samplingof40 Megasamples=s recordingdata over
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a longer time period for photons with larger delays of
up to 6.4 μs. In order to reduce data readout volume due
to noise, in IceCube-40 a local coincidence criterion is
required. Only if a neighboring DOM on the same string
also detects lightwithin the local coincidence timewindowof
1000 ns, the PMT response is digitized, time stamped, and
transmitted to the surface for analysis. The surface data
acquisition system combines the individual PMT responses
and forms events when one of the several possible triggering
criteria is fulfilled.
The trigger requirement for the IceCube-40 cascade
search was the simple multiplicity trigger, which requires
that eight DOMs were hit within a 5000 ns time window.
The data rate for IceCube-40 from this trigger was
approximately 1000 Hz.
III. SIMULATION
Interactions of all flavors of neutrinos were simulated
to model atmospheric and astrophysical neutrinos. The
NUGEN software package maintained by the IceCube
Collaboration was used. It is based on the ANIS [22]
neutrino generator, which produces neutrinos isotropically
over the Earth’s surface and propagates them to interact
in or near the detector volume. Neutrino attenuation and
ντ regeneration are accounted for using the preliminary
reference Earth model [23]. CTEQ5 structure functions
[24] were used to model the deep-inelastic neutrino-
nucleon scattering cross section.
Throughout this paper the diffuse astrophysical neutrino
flux is simulated isotropically, with a flavor ratio of 1∶1∶1
and, if not stated otherwise, with an unbroken power-law
spectrum with index of −2 and an all-flavor intensity
of 3.6 × 10−8 GeV sr−1 s−1 cm−2.
Rate predictions for the atmospheric neutrinos are based
on the HKKMS07 model [25] for conventional atmos-
pheric neutrinos and the ERS model [26] for prompt
atmospheric neutrinos. Extrapolations of the original cal-
culations to higher energies provide rate predictions at the
energy range relevant to this work. The steepening of the
cosmic-ray spectrum around a few PeV (the so-called
“knee”) causes a similar feature in the atmospheric neutrino
spectrum which is not accounted for in the HKKMS07
model. A modification to the HKKMS07 model [27,28]
was applied to account for the knee. For one of the presented
analyses the Bartol model [29] was used to estimate the
conventional atmospheric neutrino flux. Compared to the
modified HKKMS07 model it predicts a higher νe contri-
bution (see Fig. 1).
The propagation of muons and taus through the detector
and their energy losses were simulated using the MMC
program [30] and the cascade simulation inside the detector
was handled by the CMC program [31]. Neutrino-induced
cascades below a threshold of 1 TeV were simulated as
pointlike light sources, emitting an angular Cherenkov light
profile typical of an electromagnetic shower [32]. Cascades
of higher energies are split into segments along the direction
of the shower development. Each cascade segment is then
approximated by a pointlike subshower with a light yield
proportional to the light yield in the corresponding segment
of the electromagnetic cascade. The elongation of electro-
magnetic cascades due to the suppression of bremsstrahlung
and pair production cross sections above PeV energies
(Landau-Pomeranchuck-Midgal effect [33]) is accounted
for. Hadronic cascades are simulated as electromagnetic
cascades with a smaller light yield per deposited energy to
account for the neutral shower components which do not
generate Cherenkov light [34].
The contribution from atmospheric muon events is
estimated from simulations done with a modified version
[35,36] of the CORSIKA air shower simulation software
[37]. A large number of background events must be
generated due to the high background suppression that is
necessary to reach an event sample dominated by neutrinos.
Providing a large background sample is computationally
challenging, mostly because of the sheer number of air
showers needed but also due to the simulation of light
propagation in the optically inhomogeneous ice. The figure
of merit used to quantify the statistics of a simulated data
sample is the effective live time Teff , i.e. the time that one
would have to run the real experiment to obtain the same
statistical error as in the simulated data set.
The chemical composition of the cosmic rays is impor-
tant for an estimate of the muon background. Previous
FIG. 2 (color online). The IceCube-40 detector configuration as
viewed from above. The circles and squares are the positions of
the strings, which are deployed vertically into the ice. The point
ðx; yÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ is the center of the complete 86-string detector.
Particle showers with reconstructed vertices inside the instru-
mented volume are called contained events. The analyses
presented in this work reject noncontained events in order to
suppress atmospheric muons that enter the detector from the
outside. The blue dashed and solid lines show the two differently
tight containment requirements that are used. The strings denoted
by red squares form the outer layer of the detector. They are used
to veto incident atmospheric muons.
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cascade searches [40] have shown that protons are of prime
importance. Proton primaries produce lower multiplicities
of muons with higher individual energies than heavier
primaries. Compared to air showers induced by heavier
elements, which typically lead to muon bundles reaching
the detector, proton showers are more likely to generate
single high-energy muons. If such a high-energy muon has
a single catastrophic energy loss, then the relative light
yield between shower and muon can make the resulting
event signature look showerlike.
We use a simplified cosmic-ray composition model in
our simulation that nevertheless reflects these qualitative
differences between light and heavy elements. This two-
component model considers only the two extrema of
cosmic-ray composition and comprises two broken power
laws, one for the proton and one for the iron spectrum,
respectively (see [38] and Fig. 3). The mean logarithmic
mass of the all-particle spectrum formed from the sum of
the two power laws is compatible with measurements of
this quantity by air shower experiments [39].
The created background sample provides more than a
year of effective live time above an energy per nucleon
threshold of about E=A > 90 TeV. Below this threshold
the statistics drop rather quickly and these low energetic
events are underrepresented in the event sample. However,
the risk of underestimating the background is low, since the
fraction of air showers with a primary energy below 90 TeV
which exhibit bremsstrahlung losses of 2 TeV (10 TeV) is
only 1.8 × 10−3 (1.6 × 10−5) (see Fig. 4).
IV. RECONSTRUCTION OF PARTICLE SHOWERS
Cherenkov light, emitted by charged particles, traverses
the optically inhomogeneous detector material and is then
sampled by the three-dimensional IceCube array with
nanosecond precision. Hence, the light’s arrival times
and amplitudes are the sole available information on any
particle interaction in the detector. Previous analyses relied
on reconstruction algorithms that used only parts of this
information, i.e. by considering only the integrated ampli-
tude of all light reaching a DOM or by using only the arrival
time of the first photon. A new algorithm CREDO was
developed. By using the waveform information CREDO is
able to reconstruct not only the interaction vertex and the
deposited energy but also the direction of the incident
neutrino. CREDO is the first IceCube cascade recon-
struction algorithm which is able to estimate the direction
of the neutrino. The measurement process is described with
a probabilistic model and a maximum likelihood estimator
allows information on the vertex of the neutrino interaction,
the neutrino direction and the deposited energy to be
inferred.
CREDO considers the information on an event in the
form of time intervals ðt; tþ ΔtÞ in which a DOM at
position ~x recorded a given amount of charge n. Formally,
the event is then described with the set fnið~x; t;ΔtÞg, where
the index i enumerates all such time intervals in all DOMs.
It should be noted that this set also contains time intervals
in which no charge has been recorded, since these time
intervals also carry constraining information. The particle
showers are modeled as pointlike Cherenkov emitters, in
the same way as they are described in simulation. A particle
shower is then fully specified by seven parameters
α ¼ ðt; x; y; z; θ;ϕ; EÞ: the time and position of the vertex,
FIG. 3 (color online). The cosmic-ray spectrum is modeled with
two broken power laws for proton and iron (red and magenta
dashed lines, respectively). Their parameters are taken from
Ref. [38]. The Hörandel model and the data from which it has
been derived are shown for comparison (both taken from [39]).
The Hörandel model comprises components for each element
from hydrogen up to iron illustrated by solid lines.
FIG. 4 (color online). Proton air showers are simulated accord-
ing to the Glasstetter spectrum illustrated in Fig. 3. Bremsstrah-
lung cascades from muons originating in these showers are
studied in order to assess the probability to obtain a bremsstrah-
lung cascade bright enough to pass event selection cuts from air
showers below a given energy threshold. The plot shows the
fraction of proton air showers with primary energy Eprimary below
10, 100, 1000 TeV that exhibit catastrophic energy losses of
Ecascade above a given energy.
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two angles for the direction of the neutrino and the
deposited energy. The scattering and absorption of light
in the Antarctic ice are depth dependent. The PHOTONICS
package [41] is used to calculate the light propagation in
the ice and to create tables with light arrival times and
amplitudes as a function of the depth and the relative
position between particle shower and DOM. In order to
avoid binning effects the table values are interpolated by
multidimensional spline fits [42] prior to being used in the
reconstruction.
The PHOTONICS tables are used to calculate for each
time interval i an estimate of the mean expected charge
μi ¼ nˆið~x; t;Δt; αÞ þ rnoiseΔt. In this sum nˆi is the con-
tribution due to the cascade α and rnoiseΔt is a continuous
noise contribution. In each time interval a counting experi-
ment is performed, and the probability of a given meas-
urement fnig under the condition α can be calculated:
PðfnigjαÞ ¼
Y
i
μiðαÞni
ni!
exp ð−μiðαÞÞ: (1)
From this probability one can construct a maximum like-
lihood estimator, yielding the parameters αˆ best supported
by the measurement:
αˆ ¼ argmin
α
LðαÞ where LðαÞ ¼ − logPðfnigjαÞ: (2)
The search for the global maximum in the seven-
dimensional likelihood space is performed by minimizing
the negative logarithm of the likelihood using the SIMPLEX
minimizer in the MINUIT software package [43]. In order
to avoid local minima the search is done iteratively, where
in each step the minimizer starts at a different position in
the parameter space. The iterative minimization and the
many necessary table lookups for each time interval form
a time-consuming procedure that cannot be applied to all
events. However, this reconstruction finds the position of the
particle shower with a resolution of 15 m horizontally and,
due to the smaller DOM spacing, 5 m vertically. The energy
resolution for an astrophysical neutrino spectrum is about
40% and the angular resolution is about 30°.
Other variants of the likelihood reconstruction described
here have been developed and been used in more recent
analyses. By incorporating improvements in the under-
standing of the detector response and a better modeling of
the ice they provide better resolutions and determine
IceCube’s performance on cascades today [44].
V. EVENT SELECTION AND ANALYSIS METHOD
A small number of neutrino-generated showers need to
be isolated from a large background of atmospheric muons.
This is achieved by finding and applying a set of conditions
on the reconstructed event properties that neutrino-induced
showers fulfill, but atmospheric muons do not. In practice
this selection is implemented as a multistep process. The
first steps in the process are aimed at conservatively
reducing the background, allowing the use of computa-
tionally intensive reconstruction algorithms, that can be
applied to a reduced set of events only. Each step in the
event selection process is referred to as a “level.” Level 1,
the trigger condition, was described in Sec. II. Level 2, the
online filter applied at the South Pole, and subsequent
levels are outlined in this section. The section will first
introduce the classification schemes and cut variables used
for separation of the signal from the background and then
turn to a description of the individual samples.
A. Background rejection methods
and event property variables
The background rejection criteria used in neutrino
cascade searches can be classified conceptually as belong-
ing in the following four categories.
Reconstructed particle parameters.—Four different
likelihood reconstruction routines are used in the searches
described here. The routines differ in run time, precision,
initial assumptions and in the number of neutrino para-
meters that they infer from the event. Three of the
reconstruction routines return parameters with the hypoth-
esis that the event is a particle shower. The fourth routine
used assumes the event contains a muon track.
At earlier cut levels the CSCD_LLH likelihood recon-
struction [45] is used. It does not account for the optical
inhomogeneities of the ice but provides a quick estimate for
the vertex and a quality parameter rlogLcscd that describes
how well the event fits to the cascade hypothesis.
Using thevertexestimate fromCSCD_LLH another estimate
for the deposited energy, EACER, is provided by the
ATMCSCDENERGYRECO algorithm [46]. It is quick to com-
pute and considers the optical inhomogeneities of the ice.
At later levels the CREDO algorithm described in
Sec. IV provides the best estimates for the reconstructed
vertex ~xðnÞCREDO, deposited energy E
ðnÞ
CREDO and zenith angle
ΘðnÞCREDO. The superscript ðnÞ distinguishes, where neces-
sary, applications of the CREDO algorithm with differing
numbers of iterations.
All events are also reconstructed with another likelihood
reconstruction [47] which assumes that the event contains a
muon track. This routine gives a zenith angle estimateΘtrack
and provides a quality of fit parameter rlogLtrack for the
track hypothesis. The zenith angle estimator correctly
identifies much of the muon background as downgoing.
Particle showers are preferentially interpreted as either
horizontally or diagonally passing tracks which allows
for some signal-background separation.
Containment and vetoing.—A particularly problematic
background are muon events which pass close to the edges
of the detector producing a light distribution which is
similar to that produced by cascades. To counter this
background various containment conditions are placed
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on the position of the reconstructed vertex, the first-hit
DOM and the DOM with the highest collected charge.
Events are excluded if the first-hit DOM or the DOM
with the highest collected charge is located in the outermost
vertical layer (see Fig. 2). Events are also vetoed if the
depth of the first-hit DOM z1st falls in the top or bottom
50 m of the detector.
The reconstructed vertex ~xCREDO is required to lie inside
the instrumented volume and not in the top or bottom 50 m
of the detector. The analyses presented in this paper found
different containment conditions on the xy position of the
vertex to be optimal, when combined with their particular
selection cuts, for suppressing background while maintain-
ing signal efficiency. The two alternative containment
conditions are illustrated by the solid and dashed lines
in Fig. 2.
Topological characteristics.—The hit patterns of par-
ticle showers in IceCube are approximately spherical while
the muon-track hit patterns are more elongated. A number
of different quantities can be calculated to characterize the
different topology of cascade and muon events and used to
preferentially select cascades.
For example, a quantity analogous to the tensor of inertia
of a rigid body is calculated for each event. The collected
charge on each DOM takes the role of the rigid body’s mass
distribution. The ratio of the smallest eigenvalue to the
sum of all of the eigenvalues, λ ¼ λmin=
P
λi, tends to
1
3
for
spherical events while muon tracks typically have smaller
eigenvalue ratios [47].
Another way to select spherical events is to construct a
spherical volume surrounding the reconstructed event vertex
~xCREDO and consider the proportion of hit DOMs, versus the
total number of DOMs, in this sphere. The radius of the
sphere considered is chosen to scalewith the average distance
between reconstructed vertex ~xCREDO and position of the hit
DOMs—a robust estimate for the overall size of the
hit pattern. The fill ratio f denotes the fraction of DOMs,
falling within the sphere, on which light is recorded [40].
Hence, fill ratios close to 100% are obtained for spherical
hit patterns, while muon events yield lower values. The fill
ratio is especially efficient to suppress coincident muon
events—two or more muons from different air showers that
cross the IceCube detector within microseconds of each
other. A second quantity, the difference Δf of two fill ratios
with different radii, is also used. This quantity provides
further separation power due to the fill ratio’s dependency on
the chosen radius being slightly different for the differently
shaped hit patterns of cascades and tracks.
Time evolution and charge distribution.—Below PeV
energies the Cherenkov light of particle showers originates
within a few meters of the interaction vertex and then
propagates through the detector with the speed of light in
ice cice. In contrast, muon tracks traverse the detector with
velocities close to the speed of light in vacuum c and emit
Cherenkov photons continuously along their track. Several
approaches exploit this difference to separate cascade and
track events.
A simple approach, that can be applied before the event
vertex has been reconstructed, is the LINEFIT algorithm. The
hit pattern is fitted with a straight line propagating with
velocity vlf [47]. Relativistic muons often yield LINEFIT
velocities close to cwhereas lower velocities are obtained if
the fit is applied to cascades.
If the interaction time and vertex are well reconstructed,
then causality can be used to provide a strong constraint on
whether an event is a neutrino-induced particle shower
event. For each DOM, light is expected to arrive at the
earliest after the time necessary to cover the distance
between the DOM and the vertex, at velocity cice. While
delayed photon arrivals are common due to light scattering
in the ice, much earlier arrival times indicate a problem with
the cascade hypothesis. The difference between the expected
(texpected) and observed (thit) arrival time is calculated for
all DOMs and Δtmin is defined as the smallest such delay
timeΔtmin ¼ minðthit − texpectedÞ. Eventswith large negative
values of Δtmin are removed.
Another approach is to sort the DOMs by the time they
recorded light and then consider the unit vector from one
hit DOM to a subsequent hit DOM as an individual
dipole moment. The global dipole moment m is obtained
by averaging over all individual dipole moments. Larger
moments are expected from tracks and smaller moments
from cascades [47].
Yet another way to emphasize the different hit pattern
evolution of tracks and cascades is to divide the event into
two parts based on the times of the hit DOMs. This splits
tracks into two disjunct segments and cascades into two
mostly concentric shells. The CSCD_LLH algorithm is used
to obtain, for each half, the vertices ~x1 and ~x2. Large radial
and vertical distances Δr12 and Δz12 between the vertices
as well as large differences in the reconstructed time Δt12
are then indicative of tracks.
Another feature of cascade events, which is also related
to the fact that the particle showers are only a few meters
in length, is that most of the light is recorded close to
the vertex and hence early in the event. In contrast, since
muons emit light continuously along their track it is more
likely to see later contributions to the total charge. The
variable Δt50%–90% denotes the fraction of the event length
in which the total collected charge rises from 50% to 90%.
Greater Δt50%–90% values indicate a longer time interval for
the second half of the event’s total charge to be collected
and are more likely to occur for muon events.
Some discrimination power comes from DOMs where
just enough light arrives to trigger the readout and hence
only a single pulse is reconstructed from the waveform.
A combination of light yield, scattering in the ice and
the geometric shape of the hit pattern results in a slightly
higher number of these DOMs for muons. The ratio n1=nhit
of DOMs with only one reconstructed pulse over the
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total number of hit DOMs tends to smaller values for
cascades.
Finally, a useful variable is the ratio of the charge
collected in the DOM with the highest charge, compared
to the total recorded charge qmax=qtot. Low energetic muons
passing very close to one DOM can yield a high charge
concentration in this DOM compared to others. These
events can resemble cascadelike hit patterns and are prone
to be overestimated in energy. Hence, requiring a low ratio
qmax=qtot is useful to reject this class of background events.
B. Analysis overview
Three event selections were developed to search for
neutrinos in the IceCube-40 data set. In the order of their
energy thresholds they are labeled Ia, II and Ib. The multiple
event selections allowed sensitivity to both high-energy
astrophysical and low-energy atmospheric neutrinos as
well as providing a collaboration internal cross-check.
The different event selections rely on similar selection
methods that are differently combined for the individual
goals of the analyses. The event selections share the first
three filter levels but differ at later filter steps, since analysis
Ia aimed at measuring atmospheric neutrinos whereas
analyses Ib and II were optimized towards an astrophysical
neutrino flux. In order to avoid experimenter bias a blind
analysiswas performed. Each event selectionwas developed
and tested on simulation and a 10% subset of the exper-
imental data, sampled uniformly over the year. A simple
cut-and-count experiment was done on the remaining 90%.
Analyses Ia and Ib were developed in parallel to analysis
II, but only unblinded afterwards. The crucial difference
is that they utilized a significantly improved background
simulation described in Sec. III, resulting in the choice of
tighter cuts and a purer neutrino sample. Consequently here
the focus is put on samples Ia and Ib. An overview of
the cuts performed to obtain the three samples is given in
Table I. A comparison of the energy thresholds and event
rates is given in Table IV.
Sizable systematic uncertainties must be considered in
interpreting the result. Therefore for samples Ia and Ib a
Bayesian approach was chosen (described in the Appendix)
and the result is reported in form of the posterior probability
for the number of nonbackground events.
C. Filter level 2 and 3
Triggered events are filtered online at the South Pole
to reduce the data volume to the bandwidth available for
data transfer from the Pole via satellite. The online filter, or
level 2, is a filter on easy-to-compute variables that retains
the majority of the neutrino signal while removing a large
fraction of the background. It requires the LINEFIT velocity
to be vlf < 0.13 m=ns and the tensor-of-inertia eigenvalue
ratio to be λ > 0.12. The distributions of these variables
are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). At this early stage of the
event selection, where no event quality cuts are done yet,
the distributions show some disagreement between data and
simulation. Further steps in the event selection will reduce
this disagreement, mostly by removing events that are too
low in energy or that are not contained in the instrumented
volume. The pole filter reduced the data rate by 2 orders of
magnitude to approximately 16 Hz.
Because of the energy threshold of about 100GeVand the
steeply falling energy spectrum, the energy distribution of
backgroundeventspassing level2 is stronglypeakedat lower
energies. As the majority of the events are still atmospheric
muons most of the events are reconstructed as downgoing
tracks [see Fig. 6(a)]. Consequently, the level 3 cuts con-
centrate on reducing the background at low energies.
TABLE I. Comparison of the event selections. The symbols used here are described in Sec. VA.
Atmospheric neutrinos Astrophysical neutrinos
Optimized for Sample Ia Sample Ib Sample II
Level 1 light recorded on 8 different DOMs within a 5 μs time window
Level 2 vlf < 0.13 m=ns, λ > 0.12
Level 3 (EACER > 10 TeV) or (EACER < 10 TeV, Θtrack > 80°, rlogLcscd < 10)
Level 4
Nstrings > 5, −450 m < z1st < þ450 m,
DOM with first hit not on outer string
Eð1ÞCREDO > 2.5 TeV, Δr12 < 40 m,
f > 0.4
Level 5=6
DOM with largest charge not
on outer string, ~xð8ÞCREDO contained, −500 m < z
ð8Þ
CREDO < þ500 m,
Eð8ÞCREDO > 1.8 TeV, Δtmin > −75 ns, qmax=qtotal < 0.3, f > 0.6
DOM with largest charge not on
outer string, ~xð4ÞCREDO contained,
−450 m < zð4ÞCREDO < þ450 m
BDT input
rlogLcscd, Δr12, Δz12, n1=nhit, Δt50%–90%, Δtmin,
cosðΘð8ÞCREDOÞ, cosðΘtrackÞ, Δf, λ, m
zð4ÞCREDO, Θtrack, rlogLtrack, vlf ,
λ, f, Δt12, j~x1j
Final cuts BDTI > 0.5
BDTI > 0.1
Eð8ÞCREDO > 100 TeV
BDTII > 0.2, E
ð4Þ
CREDO > 25 TeV
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All events with a reconstructed energy EACER > 10 TeV
are kept, whereas lower energetic events are subject to
two more cuts. First, when reconstructed under a muon
track hypothesis, events reconstructed as downgoing with
zenith angles Θtrack < 80° are rejected. Secondly, those
events are removed, where a CSCD_LLH likelihood value of
rlogLcscd > 10 indicates a poorly fitted event. After appli-
cation of the level 3 filter the data rate is reduced by another
order of magnitude to approximately 1.8 Hz, while con-
tained astrophysical (atmospheric) neutrinos were kept
with an efficiency of 76.5% (56.6%).
D. Sample Ia
After level 3, the analyses diverge. Event selection Ia
aims at the observation of atmospheric neutrinos with
energies of a few TeV. Previous cuts aimed to provide
an optimal efficiency for cascades regardless of their energy
and position inside the detector. As a consequence at level 3
a significant number of events, that are very low in energy
or happening at the border of the instrumented volume,
remain in the sample. For these events no reliable sepa-
ration between signal and background could be found.
Therefore, a set of geometric conditions has been defined
to remove such events: it is required that the first-hit DOM
is neither on the outer layer of IceCube-40 (red squares in
Fig. 2) nor in the top or bottom 50 m of the detector. Also
DOMs on at least five different strings must have recorded
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FIG. 5 (color online). The IceCube-40 online filter, the data are
shown by the black filled circles, simulated atmospheric muon
background by the red line, simulated atmospheric electron
neutrinos by the blue line, and simulated electron neutrino signal
with spectrum E2dN=dE ¼ 3.6 × 10−8 GeV sr−1 s−1 cm−2 by
the green line.
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FIG. 6 (color online). The IceCube-40 level 3 filter variables.
(a) The level 3 zenith angle and energy reconstructions. The two
panels show the data and E−2 spectrum electron neutrino signal.
The level 3 cuts are represented by the black lines at zenith
Θtrack ¼ 80° and energy EACER ¼ 10 TeV. Events in the hatched
upper left quadrant of each of the panels were removed. (b) The
reduced log-likelihood rlogLCSCD. The data are shown by the
black filled circles, simulated atmospheric muon background by
the red line, simulated atmospheric electron neutrinos by the blue
line, and simulated electron neutrino signal with spectrum
E2dN=dE ¼ 3.6 × 10−8 GeV sr−1 s−1 cm−2 by the green line.
Events with rlogLCSCD < 10 were removed.
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light. This cut reduces the data rate to 79 mHz, while
contained astrophysical (atmospheric) neutrinos are kept
with an efficiency of 56.1% (37.2%).
After these cuts, at the so-called level 5, additional
reconstructions but no cuts were performed. In particular
the remaining sample was small enough to perform the
CREDO likelihood reconstruction described in Sec. IV
with eight iterations. Muon background still dominates
over atmospheric neutrino-induced showers by 3 orders of
magnitude at selection level 5. Therefore, the vertex and
energy estimates are used to apply another series of event
selection conditions.
At level 6, the energy threshold is set to
Eð8ÞCREDO > 1.8 TeV. In order to remove events where
low energetic muons pass very close to a DOM and where
their energy is likely to be overestimated, a cut on
qmax=qtot < 0.3 is applied. Furthermore, the containment
requirement is enforced: the reconstructed vertex must lie
inside the blue solid boundary shown in Fig. 2, its z
coordinate must be inside the instrumented depth interval
and also the DOM with the highest recorded charge in the
event may not be on the outer layer. A constraint on the
minimum delay time Δtmin > −75 ns is used to remove
events where causality rules out the cascade hypothesis.
Together with requiring a fill ratio f > 0.6, this set of cuts
reduces the data rate by 2 orders of magnitude down to
660 μHz, while retaining efficiencies for contained
astrophysical and atmospheric neutrinos of 66.4% and
20.1%, respectively. Overall agreement of event properties
between simulation and experimental data is good (see
Fig. 7). This is a necessary precondition for the final event
selection step, which uses a multivariate algorithm to
distinguish signal and background events.
The final step of the event selection is to remove the
remaining background and obtain a sample dominated by
neutrinos. For this purpose event properties that still provide
separation power are used as input to a multivariate algo-
rithm to obtain a single quality parameter for each event.
The TMVA package [48] is used to train a boosted decision
tree (BDT). In total 11 variables are combined into one
final event quality variable BDTI. These are the CSCD_LLH
algorithm’s quality parameter rlogLcscd, the vertical and
radial distancesΔz12,Δr12 of the time-split reconstructions,
the fraction of DOMs with only one reconstructed pulse
n1=nhit and the fraction of the event duration needed to
accumulate the second half of the total charge Δt50%–90%.
The two zenith angle estimatorsΘð8ÞCREDO andΘtrack enter the
BDT as well as the dipole moment m and the fill-ratio
difference for two radii Δf. Finally, the eigenvalue ratio λ
and the minimum delay timeΔtmin are used, too. They have
already been used at earlier cut levels but still provide some
discrimination power. The four variables ranked most
important by the classifier are shown in Fig. 7.
FIG. 7 (color online). At level 6, 11 input variables are combined to train a boosted decision tree. Individually the variables provide
only limited separation power, especially for distinguishing atmospheric neutrinos and muons. The four most important variables
according to the classifier are shown here at level 6. Definitions of the variables can be found in Sec. VA. The shaded regions in the plot
denote the statistical uncertainties.
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The distribution of the BDT output variable and its
ability to separate signal from background is shown in
Fig. 8. At low values, the distribution is dominated by the
atmospheric muon background and the experimental data
are adequately described by the CORSIKA simulation. The
signal distribution centers at higher BDT scores, but even
there a contribution from atmospheric muons is present.
Closer inspection reveals that these events are muons with
prominent bremsstrahlung cascades and little to no hint of
the muon track. The events resemble neutrino-induced
particle showers rather well. The geometry of IceCube-
40 with one dimension being much shorter than the others
is obviously vulnerable to this class of background events.
In the energy range below 100 TeV, with the given detector
and the aforementioned background rejection methods,
including their combination within a multivariate classifier,
these events turn out to be irreducible background.
This limits the possible background suppression for
sample Ia. Atmospheric neutrino signal and muon back-
ground are similarly distributed at BDTI scores > 0.5, so
cutting at a higher value removes the atmospheric neutrino
signal as much as the atmospheric muon background. As a
consequence a BDTI value of 0.5 is the optimal separation
point between background and signal that maximizes the
detection potential [49] for an atmospheric neutrino flux.
However, a rather large number of 71 events is expected
in sample Ia from which 41 are expected to be atmospheric
muons and 30 conventional and prompt neutrinos. Both
numbers are affected by rather large systematic uncertain-
ties, which are discussed in Sec. VI.
E. Sample Ib
The remaining background events can be removed by
increasing the energy threshold of the analysis. Because of
their steeply falling spectrum conventional atmospheric
neutrinos are severely reduced by an energy cut. However,
the harder spectra of prompt neutrinos and the assumed
diffuse astrophysical neutrino flux are not so much
affected. This fact is used to define the data sample Ib
with an energy threshold of Eð8ÞCREDO > 100 TeV. A com-
paratively loose requirement on the BDT score of BDTI >
0.1 is then sufficient to remove all simulated background
events (see Fig. 9). In contrast to sample Ia, which was
designed to find atmospheric neutrinos, sample Ib has a
significantly better performance for detecting a prompt or
astrophysical neutrino flux.
For this sample, the background contribution from
atmospheric muons cannot be determined from simulation
anymore as all events have been removed. In order to
estimate the muon rate, the reconstructed energy distribu-
tion is extrapolated from the low-energy region, where
simulated events are still available, to higher energies.
Up to PeVenergies, the energy spectrum of the brightest
bremsstrahlung cascades along simulated muon tracks can
be described by a power law dN=dE ∝ E−3.7. For muon
events, which pass the event selection, the corresponding
energy spectrum is not necessarily the same, because of
the energy-dependent performance of the cuts. For
FIG. 8 (color online). The BDToutput variable at Level 6. A cut
at BDTI > 0.5 defines the sample Ia. The atmospheric muon and
neutrino components are stacked on top of each other and
describe together the recorded data well. The experimental data
shown comprise 100% of the sample. For bins in which no event
was observed a 68% C.L. upper limit is shown. Thewhite hatched
area shows the distribution of atmospheric muons and neutrinos,
including systematic and statistical uncertainties. The orange
hatched area denotes the prediction of astrophysical neutrinos
according to the flux estimate from [11].
FIG. 9 (color online). The parameter space spanned by the BDT
output variable and the reconstructed energy. The green shaded
area (BDTI > 0.5) and the red shaded area (BDTI > 0.1Þ&
ðlog10ðEreco=GeVÞ > 5) denote the cuts of samples Ia and Ib,
respectively. The color scale denotes linearly the expected/seen
number of events per bin in 100% of the live time.
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example, muon events with bright bremsstrahlung cascades
are suppressed with increasing energy, since the muon
becomes more likely to be detected in the veto region. On
the other hand, the selection efficiency for particle showers
rises with increasing deposited energy. Hence, the model
used to extrapolate the muon background into the signal
region is the product of two functions: the selection
efficiency for particle showers as a function of deposited
energy (derived from simulation) and a power law with the
index and normalization as free parameters.
This model provides a reasonable fit to the energy
distribution of background muons below the energy thresh-
old [see Fig. 11(b), the same BDTI score > 0.1 is required
for these events as for the events in the high-energy
sample]. The fit is consistent with the expectation that
the remaining background events are dominated by high
bremsstrahlung cascades and that the energy estimator
describes their energy spectrum. This confirms the physical
motivation of the extrapolation in the signal region. From
the extrapolation one can amount the muon contribution to
0.04þ0.06−0.02 events, where the errors are derived from varying
the parameters within the uncertainties obtained from the
fit. An additional 0.21 events are expected from conven-
tional and prompt atmospheric neutrinos.
This event selection reduced the muon background by
7 orders of magnitude from the rate after the online filter.
This high suppression comes at the price of a low total
efficiency of 5% (0.5%) for contained astrophysical
(atmospheric) neutrinos. The energy-dependent selection
efficiencies are presented in the form of effective areas for
both samples in Fig. 10. Table II summarizes the perfor-
mance of the event selection at different cut levels.
F. Sample II
Level 4 for the event selection sample II enforces a
moderate energy cut of Eð1ÞCREDO > 2.5 TeV and selection
for cascadelike events using two of the topological
variables described in Sec. VA. The difference between
the split vertex reconstruction is restricted to
(Δr12 < 40 m) and high fill ratios (f > 0.4) are required.
The CREDO reconstruction is performed with four iter-
ations on the remaining events to increase the accuracy of
the vertex and energy estimate. The next set of cuts focus
on selecting contained events. The xy coordinates of
~xð4ÞCREDO must lie inside the area circumscribed by the blue
FIG. 10 (color online). Effective areas for different neutrino
flavors in samples Ia and Ib.
(a)
(b)
FIG. 11 (color online). The reconstructed energy distributions
for samples Ia (a) and Ib (b). The atmospheric muon and neutrino
components are stacked on top of each other. The experimental
data shown comprise 100% of the sample. For bins in which no
event was observed a 68% C.L. upper limit is shown. The white
hatched area shows the distribution of atmospheric muons and
neutrinos, including systematic and statistical uncertainties. The
orange hatched area denotes the prediction of astrophysical
neutrinos according to the flux estimate from [11]. (a) Deposited
Energy in sample Ia. (b) Deposited Energy in sample Ib. The plot
extends into the background region below 105 GeV. From there
the contribution of atmospheric muons is extrapolated to higher
energies (black dashed line).
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dashed line in Fig. 2 and the z coordinate must lie between
450 m. The DOM with the highest charge is not allowed
to be on the veto layer of strings.
As in samples Ia and Ib, a boosted decision tree is trained
to combine the variables, which still have discrimination
power, into one event quality parameter BDTII. Eight
variables are used: the zenith angle Θtrack and fit quality
parameter rlogLtrack of the track reconstruction; the online
filter variables vlf and λ; the fill ratio f and the vertex time
difference Δt12. Information on where in the detector the
event occurred entered the BDT in the form of the z
coordinate of ~xð4ÞCREDO and the distance of ~x1 to the detector
center. A cut at BDTII > 0.2 and E
ð4Þ
CREDO > 25 TeV is
found to be optimal to select astrophysical neutrinos.
The event selection criteria for sample II were finalized
before those of samples Ia and Ib. The available statistics
of simulated background events were limited and did
not describe the data particularly well due to a lack of
high-energy proton-induced air showers. Hence, unlike for
samples Ia and Ib, the full simulation discussed in Sec. III
did not enter the optimization of the event selection.
Instead, when training the BDT, experimental data were
used for the background sample. The final energy threshold
was set to 25 TeV, which—given the limited background
simulation available at that time—leads to an optimal
sensitivity for an astrophysical E−2 flux. The final numbers
presented here for the background estimate are based on the
full statistics. Further information about the event selection
can be found in [50].
VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The three event samples (Ia, Ib, II) share common sources
of systematic uncertainties. The largest uncertainties on
the expected event count arise from our limited knowledge
of the optical ice properties at the South Pole, the selection
efficiency of the muon background and the theoretical
predictions for the atmospheric neutrino flux. Table III
summarizes the systematic uncertainties for sample Ia and
Ib. The systematic uncertainties associated with sample II
are similar to those of sample Ib. The individual systematic
errors are described in more detail below.
In calibration runs, where LEDs inside the DOMs
illuminate the detector, data are obtained from which the
characteristics of the light absorption and scattering at
different points throughout the ice can be estimated. The
estimated characteristics form a so-called ice model which
contains the depth, wavelength, and temperature-dependent
optical properties throughout the detector and the surround-
ing ice and bedrock. The AHA ice model [51] was used in
all simulations for this analysis. To carry out a study of the
uncertainties arising from the ice model, simulated data sets
were produced using an alternative ice model, called SPICE
[52] which was developed after this analysis was complete.
The systematic uncertainty on the event rate due to the
ice model was estimated to be 24% for an E−2 neutrino
spectrum signal and 11% for the atmospheric neutrino
background for the three samples Ia, Ib and II.
The estimate of the rate of atmospheric muons that
pass the selection cuts is also affected by a rather large
uncertainty. The simulation falls short in providing an
absolute rate estimate, by systematically underestimating
the measured muon rate. At cut levels before level 6, where
the data-to-simulation agreement is not yet optimal, cuts
affect data and simulation events slightly differently.
Hence, the rate discrepancy changes slightly between cut
levels. At each of these levels the rate estimate from
atmospheric muon simulation can be normalized to match
TABLE II. Event rates and cut efficiencies at the different levels leading to samples Ia and Ib. While the data column refers to all
recorded events that pass the cuts, the neutrino rates refer to contained events, i.e. neutrinos which have their interaction vertex inside the
area circumscribed by the blue solid line in Fig. 2. For charged current νμ interactions the muon must have its highest energy loss inside
the area.
Contained neutrinos
Cut level
Experimental
data 3.6 × 10−8E−2
HKKMS07
(no knee)
Rates in μHz
Level 2 16.03 × 106 1.28 0.03 153 4
Level 3 1.74 × 106 0.97 0.01 86 1
Level 4=5 78980 0.550 0.008 32.1 0.7
Level 6 660 0.365 0.006 6.5 0.3
Sample Ia 2.34 0.156 0.004 0.73 0.08
Sample Ib 0.105 0.068 0.001 0.0021 0.0003
Efficiencies with respect to previous level
Level 3 10.8% 76.5% 56.6%
Level 4=5 4.5% 56.1% 37.2%
Level 6 0.8% 66.4% 20.1%
Sample Ia 0.4% 42.8% 11.3%
Sample Ib 0.02% 18.6% 0.04%
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the measured data rate by applying factors of 1.25–2. As
described in Sec. V, the event selection for samples Ia and
Ib removes problematic event classes and creates a sample
with good data-to-simulation agreement before training the
boosted decision tree. At that point the normalization factor
is 1.54 and is fixed for the rest of the analysis. The observed
50% variation of this normalization factor at early cut
levels is used as an estimate for the total systematic
uncertainty on the muon rate for samples Ia and II, since
both estimate the atmospheric muon background from
simulation. The variation encompasses uncertainties on
the cosmic-ray spectrum and composition, the particle
interactions within air showers, the DOM efficiencies
(see below) and the optical properties of the ice. About
10% of it can be attributed to the uncertainty of the cosmic-
ray energy spectrum. This value is obtained by varying the
broken power law parameters in the range of their published
uncertainties [38]. Optimally, the other uncertainties would
be quantified by varying the respective parameters in the
simulation. However, the generation of several additional
sufficiently sized background samples is computationally
intractable and we are hence left with the empirical estimate
of 50% uncertainty for the atmospheric muon background.
For sample Ib the atmospheric muon background is
estimated not from simulation but from a fit of the
reconstructed energy distribution and its extrapolation to
higher energies. From varying the fitted parameters within
the uncertainties reported by the fit, the systematic uncer-
tainty of the muon rate in sample Ib is estimated to be
ð−50%;þ150%Þ. Although this percentage uncertainty is
larger than for samples Ia and II, the background contri-
bution of atmospheric muons in sample Ib is much
smaller than the contribution from atmospheric neutrinos.
Consequently in sample Ib the total systematic uncertainty
of the combined background is dominated by atmospheric
neutrinos. This is not the case for samples Ia and II.
A DOM’s efficiency is the ratio of the light collected
by a DOM to the total light incident upon that DOM. The
DOM efficiency includes the quantum efficiency of the
PMT and the transmissivity of the optical gel and glass of
each sphere. A 10% uncertainty in DOM efficiency is
estimated for IceCube DOMs [21]. By changing the DOM
efficiency in the simulation the effect on astrophysical
(atmospheric) neutrinos event rates can be quantified
to 4% (14%) for sample Ia and 4% (17%) for
samples Ib and II.
The simulation for this analysis assumed neutrino-
nucleon cross sections based on CTEQ5 parton distribution
functions (PDFs)[53]. The updated CSS [54] calculation
using the ZEUS global PDF fit predicts smaller cross
sections. By comparing simulated neutrino data sets with
both models the systematic uncertainty from the neutrino
cross-section model is quantified as 6% (3%) for
astrophysical (atmospheric) neutrinos.
The uncertainty in the atmospheric neutrino flux pre-
diction has two components: the theoretical uncertainty
from the original calculations and the uncertainty in
modifying the HKKMS07 model to include the atmos-
pheric neutrino knee. The theoretical uncertainty of the
conventional neutrino flux in the HKKMS07 model is
about 25% [25]. Since the ERS model is used as a baseline
for the prompt component its uncertainties are adopted
[26]. Combined, these result in a systematic uncertainty
of the atmospheric neutrino flux of ð−26%;þ25%Þ and
ð−37%; 27%Þ in samples Ia and Ib, respectively. For
sample II we conservatively assume the uncertainty from
the high-energy sample Ib. The knee in the cosmic-ray
spectrum should lead to a similar feature in the atmospheric
neutrino spectrum. The effect depends on the respective
model for the cosmic-ray spectrum and the energy transfer
from the primary to the neutrino. Because of the different
energy ranges the samples are affected differently. The
uncertainty was quantified to be ð−16%;þ0%Þ for sample
Ia and ð−23%;þ4%Þ for sample Ib. For sample II we adopt
the larger values of the high-energy sample Ib.
Table III shows the resulting systematic uncertainty for the
various samples, where the total uncertainties are obtained
from adding each systematic uncertainty in quadrature.
TABLE III. Overview on systematics uncertainties on the event count for analyses Ia and Ib. The systematic
uncertainties associated with sample II are similar to those of sample Ib except for the atmospheric muon prediction.
Unlike sample Ib both samples Ia and II estimate the muon background from simulation for which similar
systematic uncertainties apply. See Sec. VI for further details.
Sample Ia (low energies) Sample Ib (high energies)
Atm. ν E−2ν Atm. ν E−2ν
DOM efficiency 14% 4% 17% 4%
Ice model 24% 11% 24% 11%
ν cross sections 3% 6% 3% 6%
Theoretical −26%þ 25% n/a −37%þ 27% n/a
Neutrino knee −16% þ 0% n/a −23% þ 4% n/a
Total −41%þ 37% 13% −50%þ 40% 13%
Atm. μ (simulated) Atm. μ (extrapolated)
Total 50% −50%þ 150%
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VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have prepared three different event selections of
cascadelike events, each aiming at somewhat different
energies. In the following, we discuss the results starting
with Ia, the analysis with the lowest energy threshold, and
then move up in energy to II and Ib. The reported results
refer to 90% of the experimental data, which were kept
blind during the development of the event selections. A
summary of the results from the three analyses is presented
in Table IV.
Sample Ia with an energy threshold of about 2 TeVaimed
at the observation of atmospheric neutrinos, which for this
sample will be called the signal. In total 67 events were
observed over an expectation of 41.1 events from atmos-
pheric muons and 27.8 from conventional and 2.25 prompt
atmospheric neutrinos, respectively. Accordingly, the
excess above atmospheric muons is quantitatively well
described by the atmospheric neutrino prediction by the
HKKMS07 and ERS models. The rather large uncertainty
of the atmospheric muon background requires a careful
evaluation of the significance of the atmospheric neutrino
excess. We marginalize over the uncertainty in background
and signal prediction using the method described in the
Appendix. The 90% credible interval ranges from 5 to 62
nonbackground events, or 16% to 206% of the predicted
conventional and prompt neutrino flux. The significance
of the excess over atmospheric muons including systematic
errors is 1.1σ. No observation of atmospheric neutrinos is
claimed. The average event energies of atmospheric neu-
trinos are 6 TeV and hence comparable to the highest
energy bin of the completed analyses of contained events
inside the DeepCore/IceCube 79-string configuration [13].
In sample II with an energy threshold of about 25 TeV we
observed 14 events after event selection, on an expected
background of 3.0 atmospheric neutrino events and 7.7
atmospheric muon events. As the analyses was optimized
for highest sensitivity towards a diffuse E−2 spectrum—
harder than the spectrum of atmospheric neutrino and
muon events—the analysis has a higher energy threshold.
However, it was only realized after unblinding that protons
were underrepresented at high energies in the simulation
of the cosmic-ray spectrum (see Sec. III), leading to an
underrepresentation of the muon background and subopti-
mal loose final cuts. As a result, the purity of the sample
is only comparable to that of sample Ia. A small and
insignificant excess of events is observed over the back-
ground of atmospheric neutrinos and muons.We calculate an
all-flavor flux limit [49] using the TRolke method [55] to
include systematic errors. For an E−2 astrophysical neutrino
spectrum and assuming a 1∶1∶1 flavor ratio at the Earth, the
all-flavor flux limit at a 90% confidence level is
E2Φlim ≤ 7.46 × 10−8 GeV sr−1 s−1 cm−2. (3)
The energy range for this calculation containing 90% of the
signal is from 25 TeV to 5 PeV.
Sample Ib, with an energy threshold of 100 TeV, is the
high-energy counterpart of sample Ia, differing only in the
lower BDT cut and higher energy cut. The cuts were
optimized for highest sensitivity towards an E−2 spectrum
and the tighter cuts lead to a purer neutrino sample. In total
three events were found over an expectation of 0.04 from
atmospheric muons and 0.21 from atmospheric conven-
tional and prompt neutrinos. At these higher energies the
expected contribution from prompt neutrinos exceeds the
conventional neutrinos by a factor of 3. The events have
energies of 144 60, 144 60 and 224 90 TeV. One
additional event with 135 50 TeV was also in the 10%
sample used to develop the analysis. It is not considered in
the significance calculation. Images illustrating the hit
pattern of all four events are shown in Fig. 12.
The three events found are a rather large excess, not
only above the muonic background but also above the
atmospheric neutrinos. It corresponds to 2.7σ above both
classes of background. We have employed the method
described in the Appendix allowing us the inclusion of
all systematic and statistical errors on the background
TABLE IV. Event count predictions and results for the different samples and for models of conventional, prompt
and astrophysical neutrinos. The model predictions are calculated for 90% of the experimental data. Where they are
derived from simulation the statistical errors are given. The three lines of the ERS model show the uncertainty band.
Sample Ia II Ib
Ecut 2 TeV 25 TeV 100 TeV
10% sample 7 2 1
90% sample 67 12 3
Atm. μ 41.1 9.5 7.7 1.8 0.04
Bartol (no knee) [29] 25.5 2.8 2.12 0.2 0.078 0.012
HKKMS07 (þknee) [25,27,28] 27.8 3.0 1.68 0.16 0.054 0.009
ERS [26] (max.) 2.76 0.07 1.21 0.03 0.198 0.005
ERS [26] 2.25 0.06 0.95 0.02 0.155 0.004
ERS [26] (min.) 1.29 0.03 0.57 0.01 0.090 0.002
Martin GBW [56] 1.14 0.03 0.48 0.01 0.078 0.002
3.6 × 10−8E−2 4.54 0.12 4.93 0.12 1.96 0.05
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expectation to calculate the posterior probability for the
potential signal flux shown in Fig. 13. As a consequence
of the observed excess the posterior peaks around a flux
normalization for an unbroken all-flavor E−2 flux of
5 × 10−8 GeV sr−1 s−1 cm−2. The 90% credible interval
covers the range ð2–14Þ × 10−8 GeV sr−1 s−1 cm−2. For
the 1∶1∶1 flavor ratio at Earth that is assumed throughout
this paper, 64% of the expected events would stem from
electron neutrinos, 23% from tau neutrinos and 13% from
muon neutrinos.
The flux estimate derived from sample Ib is compatible
with the astrophysical flux derived in [11], taking into
account the systematic uncertainties. The flux is higher
than the upper limit found in a search for high-energy muon
neutrinos with the larger IceCube-59 [28]. This is not
necessarily a contradiction, since the upper limit is set
under the assumption of an unbroken power law—a
practical premise until measurements of high energetic
neutrinos provide a handle on any cutoff in the spectrum.
A nonequalized flavor ratio or a slightly different slope of
the neutrino spectrum could explain this, too.
The results from samples Ia, Ib and II are consistent, with
an excess appearing only towards larger energies. In
addition, one can compare the overlap between the samples
as a cross-check. Because of the different energy thresh-
olds, one expects sample II to be largely a subsample of Ia.
However, due to the difference in selection criteria and
general low efficiency of only ∼10% with which signal
events are selected, a perfect overlap cannot be expected.
We find that of the 14 events of sample II, seven are also
contained in Ia, where the majority of the remaining have
not passed the different containment cut. All three high-
energy events of sample Ib are also contained in sample II.
Only two of them are also in sample Ia.
VIII. SUMMARY
We have reported on a search for astrophysical and
atmospheric neutrino-induced particle showers in the
IceCube-40 detector. The data were taken between April
2008 and May 2009 with a total of 367.1 days live time.
Three different event selections, Ia, Ib and II, each
tailored to different energy ranges, were developed and
applied to the data. The low- and intermediate-energy
samples Ia and II have an energy threshold of 2 and
25 TeV, respectively, and have sensitivity to atmospheric
neutrinos. In both samples, an excess over the atmospheric
muon background was observed that can be well explained
by conventional atmospheric neutrinos.
With an energy threshold of 25 TeV, analysis II also has
sensitivity to a high-energy astrophysical neutrino flux. In
the absence of an excess of events above the combined
background of atmospheric neutrinos and muons we are left
FIG. 13. Posterior probability for additional signal events in
sample Ib. The gray shaded area shows the 90% credible interval
of this work and the hatched area denotes the expected number of
events according to the best fit flux in [11], including a cutoff at
2 PeV. The solid and dashed lines show the 90% C.L. upper limits
derived from sample II and the IceCube-59 diffuse muon search
[28], respectively. The upper x axis transforms an expected event
count into an all-flavor flux normalization of an unbroken E−2
power law. In transforming the flux estimate and cutoff from [11]
to an unbroken power law, a slightly lower flux normalization is
obtained.
FIG. 12 (color online). Three cascadelike events above
100 TeV were found in samples II and Ib. An additional event
was already found in the 10% sample used to develop the cuts.
The event displays visualize the light distribution in the detector:
Each DOM is shown as a sphere, which size scales with the
recorded charge by the DOM. The color coding illustrates the
arrival time of the light at the DOM ranging from red (early hits)
over green to blue (late hits).
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with an upper limit (90% confidence level) of E2Φlim ≤
7.46 × 10−8 GeV sr−1 s−1 cm−2 on the all-flavor astrophysi-
cal neutrino flux, assuming an E−2 spectrum and a 1∶1∶1
neutrino flavor ratio at the Earth. For this limit, 90% of the
expected signal events have energies in the range between
25 TeV to 5 PeV. The upper limit is below that reported from
cascade searches using the IceCube-22 detector [40] and
approaches the Waxman-Bahcall limit [5,6].
Finally, sample Ib was optimized towards the largest
sensitivity for high-energy astrophysical neutrinos.
Compared to sample II, it profited from a larger sample
of simulated muon background during the optimization of
the event selection. In 90% of the available data, three
events were observed above the energy threshold of
100 TeV, with an expectation of only 0.25 events from
atmospheric neutrinos (both conventional and prompt) as
well as atmospheric muons—a 2.7σ excess. The 10% burn
sample contains a fourth event, which has not entered the
significance calculation.
The excess seen above 100 TeV in sample Ib is note-
worthy. Although not significant enough to claim evidence
for an astrophysical neutrino flux, it is consistent with similar
excesses found in diffuse neutrino searches with IceCube-59
[28] using muon neutrino events, the two PeV events [10]
and the 28 events found in [11], the strongest single evidence
that IceCube is seeing a high-energy neutrino flux of
astrophysical neutrinos. This analysis thereby provides three
neutrino event candidates between 144 and 224 TeV—an
intermediate energy scale—with unprecedented low back-
ground contamination of conventional atmospheric
neutrinos and muons. The constraints on the all-flavor
normalization of the high-energy neutrino flux of astro-
physical neutrinos with equal flavor contributions are
summarized in Fig. 13. A 90% credible interval covers
the range ð2–14Þ × 10−8 GeV sr−1 s−1 cm−2 and is compat-
ible with the more stringent flux estimate established by [11].
However, the sensitivity towards a diffuse flux of high-
energy neutrinos was reached using data from only 50% of
the final IceCube configuration. It is the good energy
resolution and the little intrinsic background associatedwith
the signature of neutrino-induced cascades, that is thereby
providing the large sensitivity to the diffuse flux [16]. The
IceCube detector is now completed with 86 strings and an
instrumented volume of 1 km3. Future cascade searches
benefit from the more favorable detector geometry, which
allows for even better suppression of the background from
atmospheric muons and improved cascade detection effi-
ciency [17,18]. Neutrino-induced cascades will hence con-
tinue to play aprime role in further exploring the high-energy
astrophysical neutrino flux.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE
POSTERIOR PROBABILITIES
The experiment under consideration is a counting experi-
ment in the presence of background. In order to incorporate
systematic and statistical uncertainties into the inter-
pretation of the result, a Bayesian approach was chosen.
The probability to have observed nobs events in the presence
of nsig events, signal selection efficiency ϵ and nbg back-
ground events is given by the Poisson probability:
Pðnobsjnsig; nbgÞ ¼
ðϵnsig þ nbgÞnobs
nobs!
exp ð−ðϵnsig þ nbgÞÞ:
(A1)
From having observed nobs we want to infer whether a given
value of nsig is supported or ruled out by the exp-
erimental result. This information is given by the posterior
probability of nsig, which can be obtained by applying Bayes
theorem. In order to use the theorem, available information
on the expected signal as well as the uncertainty of the other
parameters must be quantified in the form of priors. By
marginalizing over all parameters other than nsig, remaining
uncertainties are then incorporated into the final result.
The background uncertainties from model predictions
and selection efficiencies are described by pðnbgÞ. For the
signal we model all uncertainties with pðϵÞ and the prior
belief with pðnsigÞ. The posterior probability can then be
calculated:
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PðnsigjnobsÞ∝
Z
dnbgdϵPðnobsjnsig;nbgÞpðnbgÞpðϵÞpðnsigÞ:
(A2)
A constant is chosen for the signal prior to reflect no
prior knowledge on the signal. For the background prior
a Gaussian is used. The mean is centered at the rate
prediction, the width represents the modeled uncertainty
and it is truncated at zero since rates have to be positive.
The uncertainty in the signal efficiency is modeled with the
factor ϵ that is applied to the number of signal events after
all cuts. The prior for ϵ is modeled with a Gaussian centered
at 1 and having a width corresponding to the systematic
uncertainty. It is also truncated at zero.
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